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Offer Corporate sales, firm sales, sales
Onlineshop
We offer a well running online shop for restoration needs for sale.
The project was born after a one-year planning phase in  and has since steadily
experienced a steady increase in turnover.
The approximately 1,000 barcoded products are sold through Amazon, Ebay, their own
online shop and self-created product catalog in Italian, German, English and Spanish. On
average, between 20 and 40 parcels are sent per day, with about 70% going to Italy a.
Germany and 30% go to the rest of Europe.
Overall, we have 5 suppliers we work with, accounting for 70 percent of all purchases.
The parcels are sent daily with 2 different transport companies.
The company currently has an annual turnover of 320,000 euros. The product inventory
currently has a value of 100,000 euros. The inventory of the machines and warehouse
equipment is 10,000 euros.
The company is located in South Tyrol. The products are stored in a 450 m² rented
magazine in Bolzano for which 900 Euro rent are paid. There is also the three-room 50 m²
office for which 600 euros are paid monthly. Everything was newly renovated u. equipped
with new air conditioning and heating systems.
The shop is currently run by two people for half a day, with one about the magazine u.
Shipping takes care and an employee with order receipt, correspondence u. Telephone
service busy. The incorporation of products is currently being carried out by the company
owner himself and may, depending on ambition u. Ambition to be expanded by the future
managing director at will.
We want to sell the online shop for the reason that we want to devote ourselves to a new
business field. The current locality and the time spent on maintaining the online shop make
this impossible.
The company was made with much effort, time and diligence to what it is today.
Therefore, it is very important to us that the future head of the company continues to look
after our existing customers with the same care as we do now.
To ensure a perfect and smooth transfer of the company, we are of course ready to
organize everything through a 2 to 3 month training phase.
The company with all its product inventory u. necessary machine tools incl. 2 - 3 months
training phase, we are ready to sell for 270,000 euros.
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